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the surface. The intersector net may be required to coincide with a 
net other than the lines of curvature. For example, in case the asymp
totic net on S is parametric, dn = d22 = 0, so that if the intersector net 
is required to coincide with the asymptotic net, equations (25) be
come 

(29) (dt«<a,a).a + gyydayo) = 0 (7 5* a; a, y not summed). 

On putting 7 = 2, a = l, and making use of the Codazzi relation 

ddu/du1 = ^ ( r 1 ! ! - r2
12), 

there results from equations (29) 

d2w/duldul + T^dœ/du1 - T2
ndœ/du2 + g22(d12)

2œ = 0, 

and similarly, with y = 1, a = 2, 

d2œ/du2du2 - Tl
22da>/dul + T2

22da>/du2 + gll(dl2)
2o> = 0. 

To a solution w(ul, u2) of the last two equations there corresponds a con
gruence A for which the developables intersect the surface S in its asymp
totic curves. 
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In a note under the same title (Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 51 (1945) 
pp. 598-600) it was shown that there does not exist in the plane an 
infinite set of noncollinear points with all mutual distances integral. 

I t is possible to give a shorter proof of the following generalization: 
if A, By C are three points not in line and k= [max(-45, BC)], then 
there are a t most 4(& + l)2 points P such that PA -PB and PB -PC 
are integral. For | PA — PB\ is at most AB and therefore assumes one 
of the values 0, 1, • • • , k, that is, P lies on one of k + 1 hyperbolas. 
Similarly P lies on one of the k + 1 hyperbolas determined by B and C. 
These (distinct) hyperbolas intersect in at most 4(& + l ) 2 points. An 
analogous theorem clearly holds for higher dimensions. 
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